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Heavy avours promise to be valuable probes to eluidate the nature of the hot and dense
matter formed in heavy ion ollisions. Heavy quarks, produed in initial hard sattering
proesses, are expeted to suer in-medium energy loss. As for heavy quarkonium states,
regeneration proesses might ounterbalane olour-sreening eets. ALICE through
a omprehensive heavy avour program, will address these open questions beneting
from unique LHC onditions: unpreedented large prodution ross setions and initial
temperatures expeted to be high enough to dissolve bottomonia. In this talk, we review a
seletion of signiative heavy avour measurements planned to be performed by ALICE.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Heavy avour prodution at hadron olliders is, for many years now, a very ative
eld of researh providing valuable insights into Quantum ChromoDynamis (QCD) phe-
nomenology [1, 2℄. In nuleon-nuleon (NN) ollisions, heavy quark-antiquark pair pro-
dution should be well desribed with the parton-model approah sine the heavy quark
mass an be onsidered suiently large with respet to the fundamental QCD sale [3℄.
Perturbative QCD ross-setions for heavy avour prodution have been omputed up to
Next-to-Leading-Order (NLO) auray [4℄, even if quantitatively large unertainties re-
main, typially a fator 2 ÷ 3 at LHC energies [2℄. ALICE benhmark ross-setions for
heavy avour prodution at the LHC omputed using a Fixed-Order NLO massive alu-
lation from Mangano et al. [4℄ are presented in Tab. 1 [2, 5, 6℄.
Table 1: ALICE benhmark total ross-setions for heavy quark (σQQ¯) and quarkonium inlusive
lepton pair (σµ+µ−) prodution in Pb-Pb and p-p ollisions. σµ+µ− are predited from the Colour
Evaporation Model [6, 8℄. For Pb-Pb, parton distribution nulear modiation from the EKS98
parametrisation [7℄ is inluded and binary saling from nuleon-nuleon ross-setions is assumed.
Colliding system Pb-Pb p-p√
sNN (TeV) 5.5 14
Flavour cc¯ bb¯ cc¯ bb¯
Centrality entr. (5%) min.-bias
σQQ¯ (b) 45.0 1.79 0.0112 5.1× 10−4
NQQ¯ per ollision 115 4.56 0.16 0.0072
State J/ψ ψ′ Υ Υ′ Υ′′ J/ψ ψ′ Υ Υ′ Υ′′
Centrality min.-bias min.-bias
σµ+µ− (µb) 48930 879 420 109 61 3.18 0.0057 0.028 0.0069 0.0041
In heavy-ion ollisions, open heavy avour prodution is onsidered to be an interesting
probe for studying properties of the dense QCD medium [9, 10℄. Heavy quarks, one
produed at the initial stage of the reation in hard parton interations, are expeted to
resatter and lose energy traversing the surrounding matter, testing this way the expeted
mass dependene of parton energy loss [11℄. In partiular, it will be important in ALICE to
measure heavy avoured partile transverse momentum distributions whih are expeted to
be remarkably sensitive to dierent eets [12℄. The low-pt (< 6GeV/c at the LHC) region
is expeted to be sensitive to various non-perturbative eets (suh as gluon shadowing,
Colour-Glass-Condensate state [14℄, ow, quark oalesene [13℄...); while the high-pt region
is expeted to be essentially sensitive to jet quenhing [15℄, namely an attenuation (or
slowing down) of heavy quark jets after propagation through the dense medium.
In a deonned medium, quarkonium dissoiation due to olour sreening has been
predited [16℄ with dissoiation temperatures expeted to be ordered aording to the hi-
erarhy of quarkonium sizes. Consequently, less tightly bound exited states are predited
to dissolve at lower temperature than their orresponding smaller ground states, leading
to a sequential suppression pattern in J/ψ and Υ yields in nuleus-nuleus ollisions as a
funtion of energy density [17℄. Reent lattie QCD alulations indiate that hadroni
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resonanes ould survive even in the deonned Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP): J/ψ and ηc
ould survive up to temperatures T ≃ 1.6Tc and melt somewhere between 1.6Tc and 1.9Tc
[18℄ while ηb state ould survive up to T = 2.3Tc [19℄. At the LHC, with the inrease
in available entre-of-mass energy, suitable onditions will be provided for detailed studies
to be performed espeially in the bottomonium setor: prodution ross-setions are large
(see Tab. 1) both for p-p and Pb-Pb ollisions and initial temperatures are expeted to
be high enough (T0 ≃ 1GeV for a gluon-dominated plasma formation expeted for entral
Pb-Pb at the LHC [21, 22℄) to melt bottomonium states. However, given the large num-
ber of unorrelated QQ¯ pairs initially produed at LHC energies (f. Tab. 1), this simple
step-like suppression pattern ould be ounterbalaned by the outbreak of oalesene (e.g.
reombination mehanisms in statistial [20℄ and kineti models [23℄) regenerating nal-
state quarkonium yields, partiularly for harmonium (marginal for bottomonium). Some
preditions for the LHC even foresee a quarkonium enhanement instead of a suppression
[24℄.
In what follows, we shall disuss some spei examples of the ALICE potential for the
rst measurements of open and hidden heavy avour prodution at the LHC [6℄.
2. ALICE SUBSYSTEMS FOR HEAVY FLAVOUR MEASUREMENTS
ALICE is a general-purpose experiment equipped with detetors apable of measuring
and identifying hadrons, leptons, and photons aross a large range of transverse momentum
from around 100MeV/c to about 100GeV/c [25℄. The ALICE design has been optimised
to ope with the very demanding environment of high-multipliity entral Pb-Pb ollisions
at LHC energies, where up to 8000 harged partiles per rapidity unit at mid-rapidity
have been predited. The studies presented hereafter have been arried out assuming a
onservative harged partile rapidity density of dNch/dy = 6000 (note that RHIC results
tend to favour multipliity values still lower by about a fator 2.5 [26℄). The ALICE detetor,
presented on Fig. 1, has good aeptane for heavy avour detetion. Heavy avour deay
produts are reonstruted in the entral barrel (|η| < 0.9) omplemented by the forward
muon spetrometer (−4 < η < −2.5). The ALICE entral detetors are embedded in a
large magnet (L3) providing a weak solenoidal eld (< 0.5T).
In the ALICE entral barrel, harm and beauty partiles are seleted out of the large
bakground, taking advantage of their long lifetime
1
. Consequently, the ALICE detetion
strategy relies on resolving seondary detahed verties onsisting of identied traks with
large impat parameters (d0), the impat parameter being the distane of losest approah
of a partile trajetory to the primary vertex. Preision on seondary vertex determination
is provided by the two innermost layers of the inner traking system (ITS) made of silion
pixel detetors (SPD). A resolution σd0(rϕ) < 60µm is ahieved for pt & 1GeV/c. Partile
traking relies on the six onentri layers of high-resolution silion detetors of the ITS: the
two SPD layers quoted above, plus two layers of silion drift detetor (SDD), and two layers
of silion strip detetor (SSD), a large volume (∼ 95m3) time-projetion hamber (TPC),
1D0 mesons have proper deay length cτ = (123.0 ± 0.4) µm, D± mesons have cτ = 315µm, and B
mesons of about 500µm [27℄.
3
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Figure 1: Layout of the ALICE detetor.
and a high-granularity transition-radiation detetor (TRD)
2
. Partile identiation in the
entral region is performed over the full azimuth by a dE/dx measurement in the traking
detetors, a large area high-resolution array of TOF ounters, and transition radiation in
the TRD. A spetrometer dediated to muon detetion and identiation omplete the
ALICE set-up. The ALICE muon spetrometer onsists of a passive front absorber of total
thikness orresponding to ten interation lengths to absorb hadrons and photons from
the interation vertex, a high-granularity traking system of ten planes of athode pad
hambers, a large dipole magnet reating a eld of 0.7T (eld integral of 3T ·m), and a
trigger system made of four planes of resistive plate hambers performing the seletion of
high transverse momentum muons. Muons penetrating the whole spetrometer length are
measured with a momentum resolution of about 1÷ 2% [28℄.
3. CHARM PRODUCTION MEASUREMENT VIA HADRONIC
DECAYS
ALICE apability for measuring diret harm prodution through the reonstrution
of the exlusive hadroni deays have been evaluated using the benhmark D0 → K+π−
(and harge onjugate) two-body deay mode of branhing ratio (3.83± 0.09)% [6, 29, 30℄.
Suh a measurement opens the possibility of separating harm from beauty and provides a
diret way to aess harm transverse momentum spetrum whih is of ruial interest when
trying to assess the eets indued by the nulear medium in p-Pb and Pb-Pb ollisions. A
D0 andidate onsists of a pair of oppositely harged traks originating from a seondary
2
TRD is not used as a traking devie in the analysis presented hereafter.
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Figure 2: Sketh of the D0 → K+π− deay (left hand panel). K+π− invariant-mass distribution
orresponding to 107 entral Pb-Pb events (right hand panel) after seletion uts applied; the
bakground-subtrated distribution is shown in the insert.
vertex (f. Fig. 2 left hand panel) whih has a K+π− mass in the range MD0 ± 3σ i.e.
|∆M | < 12MeV/c2 in the present study (f. Fig. 2 right hand panel).
Extrating a D0 signal with a good signiane in entral Pb-Pb ollisions requires a
drasti seletion proedure to redue the huge ombinatorial bakground by at least 6÷ 7
orders of magnitude (S/B ∼ 10−6 in the mass range MD0 ± 3σ before any geometrial or
kinematial seletion). A dediated set of uts (distane of losest approah between the
traks, K and π minimum transverse momentum, and deay angle) detailed in Ref. [29, 30℄,
improves the S/B by about two orders of magnitude. The S/B ratio is then inreased by
three additional orders of magnitude imposing a ombined ut on the values of dK0 ×dpi0 and
cos θpointing
3
(dK0 ×dpi0 < −40, 000µm2 and cos θpointing > 0.98 in this simulation study). Cut
tuning has been performed in the present study for eah separate D0 transverse momentum
bin. With 107 Pb-Pb events, we expet a pt-integrated signiane of 37 and larger than 10
up to pt ∼ 10GeV/c. The lower pt limit is expeted to be about 1GeV/c and even lower
in p-p ollisions (f. Fig. 3).
4. BEAUTY MEASUREMENTS FROM SEMILEPTONIC DECAYS
4.1 Single inlusive prodution ross-setion measurement using muons
Beauty prodution in Pb-Pb ollisions will be measured in ALICE via semi-muoni
and semi-eletroni deays in the pseudo-rapidity regions −4 < η < −2.5 and |η| < 0.9
respetively [28℄. In the semi-muoni deay hannel, both inlusive muons and opposite-
sign dimuons are onsidered. The dimuon sample is divided into two topologially distint
ontributions: b-hain deays (named BDsame in Fig. 4(d)) of low mass Mµ+µ− < 5GeV/c
2
and high transverse momentum (f. Fig. 4(a)) and muon pairs where the two muons
originate from dierent quarks (BBdiff) emitted at large angles resulting in large invariant
3θpointing is dened as the angle between the D
0
andidate momentum and the line joining the primary
with the seondary vertex as skethed in Fig. 2 on the left hand panel.
5
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Figure 3: pt-dierential ross-setion per nuleon-nuleon ollision for D
0
prodution as ex-
peted to be measured with 107 entral Pb-Pb events, 108 minimum-bias p-Pb events, and 109 p-p
minimum-bias events. Statistial (inner bars) and quadrati sum of statistial and pt-dependent
systemati errors (outer bars) are shown. An overall normalisation error of 9% for Pb-Pb, 9% for
p-Pb and 5% for p-p is not shown.
masses Mµ+µ− > 5GeV/c
2
(f. Fig. 4(b)). The beauty signal is enhaned with respet to
other soures (harm and π/K deay-in-ight) applying a low pt ut-o set to 1.5GeV/c
in this study. Using Monte Carlo predited line shapes for cc¯, bb¯, and deay bakground,
ts are arried out to nd the bb¯ fration in the three dierent data sets as presented in
Fig. 4(a), (b), and (). Raw muon yields are then onverted into inlusive b-hadron ross-
setion following the method initially developed for the UA1 experiment [30℄. The expeted
performane for the measurement of b-hadron ross-setion for 107 entral Pb-Pb ollisions
is plotted in Fig. 4(d). b-deay muon statistis is large over the whole pt range allowing a
tight mapping of the prodution ross-setion up to pt ∼ 20GeV/c.
4.2 Single inlusive prodution ross-setion measurement using eletrons
Eletrons from semileptoni deay of b quarks are haraterised by a hard transverse
momentum spetrum and a large average impat parameter (typially of a few hundred of
mirons) with respet to other eletron soures: pions misidentied as eletrons, deays of
primary prompt harmed hadrons, deays of light mesons (e.g. π0, Dalitz, ρ, ω, K), and
photon onversions in the beam pipe or in the ITS inner layers (f Fig. 5). The ALICE
detetion strategy will then rely on the seletion of displaed traks identied as eletrons.
Eletron identiation is performed ombining information from TRD and TPC. For a
TRD eletron identiation eieny of ≃ 90%, a 1% pion ontamination is expeted. This
eieny is expeted to be roughly onstant in the momentum range ontaining the largest
beauty fration (1 ÷ 6GeV/c). Eletrons rossing the TPC are separated from heavier
partiles by their spei energy loss dE/dx. Considering only traks tagged as eletrons in
the TRD, the ontamination from harged kaons and protons is expeted to be negligible,
6
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Figure 4: Bakground subtrated invariant mass distributions of µ+µ− pairs produed in 107
entral Pb-Pb ollisions in the low (a) and high mass regions (b). A pt > 1.5GeV/c ut-o has
been applied to muon traks. Charm and beauty signals are plotted in dashed and dotted line
respetively. () Single muon transverse momentum distribution. (d) Expeted performane for
the measurement of the inlusive b-hadron ross-setion in −4 < yB < −2.5 as a funtion of pmint .
PYTHIA preditions (solid line) used to produe the signal are also shown.
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Figure 6: Expe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onstruted
beauty deay eletrons as a funtion of the impat parameter threshold for three dierent values of
transverse momentum ut-o in 107 entral Pb-Pb events.
and eletron-tagging probability for eletrons is expeted to be ≃ 90% while eletron-
tagging probability for pions is expeted to be at the level of 1% up to p ∼ 2 ÷ 3GeV/c
(inreasing as a funtion of p to exeed 60% for p ∼ 15GeV/c). TRD-TPC eletron
identiation is therefore expeted to redues pion ontamination by 4 orders of magnitude.
The expeted beauty signal purity and statistis as a funtion of the impat parameter
ut-o for dierent values of the pt threshold are shown in Fig. 6 left and right hand panel
respetively [32℄. For instane, pt > 2GeV/c and 200 < |d0| < 600µm are expeted to
provide, for 107 entral Pb-Pb ollisions, an eletron sample of 8× 104 with a 90% purity.
An upper limit on d0 is applied here in order to redue long lived strange partiles and
traks suering from large angle satterings in detetor materials.
Finally, the b-deay eletron transverse momentum distribution is obtained after sub-
tration of the remaining bakground (f. Fig. 7 left hand panel). We intend to subtrat
the remaining bakground from harm using the hadroni harm prodution ross-setion
measurement (desribed earlier) while the steeply falling (< 2% for pt & 4GeV/c) deay
bakground (from pions tagged as eletrons and other soures) will be estimated with Monte
Carlo simulations from the measured harged pion pt distributions. The orresponding b-
hadron ross-setion per unit of rapidity as a funtion of the minimum transverse momentum
(pmint ) is inferred à la UA1 just like for the muon hannel as desribed in the previous
setion and the expeted performane shown in Fig. 7 (right hand panel). b-quark quenh-
ing eets on the b-hadron ross-setion are also represented in Fig. 7 (right hand panel)
but only with a view of illustration sine any suppression pattern will be assessed from a
omparison with the referene ross-setion provided by p-p data. Good performane for
semi-eletroni beauty detetion are also expeted in p-p ollisions but not overed in these
proeedings, for details on p-p studies see Ref. [33℄.
5. QUARKONIUM PRODUCTION MEASUREMENTS
Quarkonia will be deteted in ALICE by their deays into both dieletrons and dimuons,
8
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Figure 7: Expeted performane for the measurement of the pt-dierential b-deay eletron ross-
setion per nuleon-nuleon ollision as a funtion of transverse momentum for 107 entral Pb-
Pb ollisions (left hand panel). Statistial (inner bars) and systemati (outer bars) errors are
displayed. Corresponding inlusive b-hadron ross-setion as a funtion of pmint (right hand panel).
An overall normalisation error (9%) is not inluded. Quenhing preditions from alulation [9℄
are superimposed for a massive and massless b quark and a transport oeient qˆ in the range
25÷ 100GeV2/c.
in the entral barrel and forward muon spetrometer respetively. Desription of key de-
tetors involved in quarkonium detetion and their expeted performane are summarised
in Tab. 2. Combined measurements at entral and forward rapidities will allow to probe a
ontinuous range of Bjorken-x with values as low as 10−5 shedding more light on the sale
dependene of parton densities in the small-x regime.
Expeted invariant mass resolution (quoted in Tab. 2) allow to resolve the omplete
quarkonium spetrum (J/ψ, ψ′, Υ, Υ′, Υ′′). Resonane signals are extrated integrating
invariant mass spetra around the resonane mass, mass windows are xed to ±2σ and
±1.5σ for dimuon and dieletron deay hannels respetively in these simulation studies
(f. Fig 8 and Fig 9).
Expeted quarkonium signal, bakground, signal-to-bakground, and signal signiane
with 500µb−1 of integrated luminosity (one year data taking) and for entral ollisions are
presented in Tab. 3 and Tab. 4 in dimuon and dieletron
4
hannels respetively. For harmo-
nium states, despite large expeted signal samples (∼ 130, 000 J/ψ → µ+µ− and ∼ 120, 000
J/ψ → e+e−), expeted S/B ratios are relatively small but the expeted signal signiane
is high thanks to the large statistis available. For the Υ, the expeted signal is roughly two
order of magnitude lower than the J/ψ one but at the same time, in this high-mass region,
the bakground is lower by around three orders of magnitude, resulting in a signal signi-
ane of ∼ 30 for a one year data taking period. For exited Υ, Υ(2S, 3S), even if signal
statistis are tight, good performane are still expeted. The expeted available statistis
4
A 200Hz entral barrel readout rate is assumed, imposed by the TPC rate apability.
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Table 2: Synopsis of quarkonium detetion in ALICE. Aeptane overage: rapidity (y) range and integrated absolute (normalised to the full
phase spae) value (A ), Bjorken-x reah, expeted global eienies (ε), and dilepton invariant mass resolution (σ
M
ℓ+ℓ−
) are quoted for p-p and
Pb-Pb ollisions.
State y range x range A
ε σ
M
ℓ+ℓ−
(MeV/c2)
p-p Centr. Pb-Pb p-p Centr. Pb-Pb
Muon spetrometer
⊲ deay hannel µ+µ−
⊲ B = 0.7T
⊲ pµ > 4GeV/c
J/ψ
−4 < y < −2.5
2.7× 10−3 < xp-p1 < 1.2× 10−2
0.0446 0.67 0.70 72 70
4.1× 10−6 < xp-p2 < 1.8× 10−5
7.0× 10−3 < xPb-Pb1 < 3.1× 10−2
1.0× 10−5 < xPb-Pb2 < 4.6× 10−5
Υ
8.2× 10−3 < xp-p1 < 3.7× 10−2
0.0441 0.89 0.83 99 115
1.2× 10−5 < xp-p2 < 5.5× 10−5
2.1× 10−2 < xPb-Pb1 < 9.3× 10−2
3.1× 10−5 < xPb-Pb2 < 1.4× 10−4
Central barrel
⊲ deay hannel e+e−
⊲ B = 0.5T
⊲ e identiation with
TRD (p > 1GeV/c)
⊲ p measurement with
ITS + TPC + TRD
J/ψ
|y| < 0.9
2.3× 10−4 < xPb-Pb1,2 < 1.4× 10−3 0.295 90
Υ 7.0× 10−4 < xPb-Pb1,2 < 4.2× 10−3 0.266 33
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Figure 8: Fits of the opposite-sign dimuon mass yields both in the J/ψ (left panel) and Υ mass
regions orresponding to an integrated Pb-Pb luminosity of 500µb−1 and for the 4.4% most entral
ollisions. Quarkonium signal is tted with Landau onvoluted Gaussian funtions (solid lines). No
suppression or enhanement has been assumed.
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Figure 9: Combinatorial bakground subtrated opposite-sign dieletron invariant-mass distri-
bution (symbols) in the J/ψ mass region (left panel) and in the Υ mass region (right panel) for
7.5×107 entral Pb-Pb ollisions. Quarkonium signal is tted with Gaussian funtions (solid lines).
Filled histograms aount for the expeted signal yields. No suppression or enhanement has been
assumed.
after one year of data taking, should enable enable us to study entrality dependene of
hidden-to-open heavy avour ratios (J/ψ and Υ to opposite sign muon pairs from beauty
deays) and pt dependene of quarkonium prodution needed to onstrain QGP models and
suppression senarios [6℄.
6. SUMMARY
With its exellent traking, vertexing, and partile identiation apabilities, ALICE
has promising perspetives for open and hidden heavy avour measurements with abilities
to: fully reonstrut hadroni harm deay topologies and address (semi)leptoni heavy
quark and quarkonium deays in p-p, p-Pb and Pb-Pb ollisions. Channels disussed in
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Table 3: Charmonium and bottomonium states expeted signal (S), bakground (B), signal-to-
bakground (S/B), and signal signiane (S/
√
S +B) in the dimuon invariant mass range ±2 σ
around the resonane peak for the 4.4% most entral Pb-Pb ollision and an integrated luminosity
of 500µb−1 [6℄. Charged partile rapidity density is dNch/dy = 6000 at mid-rapidity.
State S (×103) B (×103) S/B S/√S +B
J/ψ 130 680 0.20 150
ψ′ 3.7 300 0.01 6.7
Υ 1.3 0.8 1.7 29
Υ′ 0.35 0.54 0.65 12
Υ′′ 0.20 0.42 0.48 8.1
Table 4: Charmonium and bottomonium states expeted signal (S), bakground (B), signal-to-
bakground (S/B), and signal signiane (S/
√
S +B) in the dieletron invariant mass range±1.5 σ
around the resonane peak for the 10% most entral Pb-Pb ollision and an integrated luminosity
of 500µb−1 [6℄. Charged partile rapidity density is dNch/dy = 3000 at mid-rapidity.
State S (×103) B (×103) S/B S/√S +B
J/ψ 121.1 88.2 1.4 265
Υ 1.3 0.8 1.6 28
Υ′ 0.46 0.8 0.6 13
these proeedings will be supplemented by measuring other observables suh dilepton orre-
lations, seondary J/ψ from b deay, J/ψ polarisation, and b-tagged jets... The assessment
of the performane of these additional physis hannels is urrently underway.
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